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Logo
The qibri logo is composed of a 
colibri and a logotype.


The horizontal logo is the primary 
logo and should be used in most 
instances.


The stacked logo is for social media 
purposes only. 


Always use the logo files provided.


Do not edit, change or distort in any 
way.

x

The safe zone is defined by X, which is 
the distance between the outer edge of 
“r” and “i” of the qibri logo.

Social Media only. White or purple 
background.
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Usage on backgrounds
The logo should be used only on 
white, purple or black backgrounds.


Avoid using logos on photographs 
unless the logo sits on a purple or 
white area of the image.
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Logo misuse
Examples of Logo misuse

Do not fill in the colibri

Do not remove the colibri

Do not distort the logo

Do not use different colors

Do not use drop shadows 

Do not rotate any part of the logo
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Core Colors
Use these color proportions in any 
layout or design.


Purple is the primary color.  
Black has multiple shades.   

Use colors according to their usage 
description. 


Only purple, dark, black, ash and 
body may be used as text colors on 
white. 

Purple HEX
RGB
CMYK

#593DA6
89/61/166
80/81/0/0

Dark

HEX

RGB

#593DA6

89/61/166

Text on backgrounds

Ash

HEX

RGB

#262338

38/35/56

Text

White

HEX

RGB

#593DA6

89/61/166

Black

HEX

RGB

#14142b

20/20/43

Light

HEX

RGB

#593DA6

89/61/166

Background & 
Decoration

Body

HEX

RGB

#4E4B66

78/75/102

Text

BG

HEX

RGB

#593DA6

89/61/166

Background

Placeholder

HEX

RGB

#A0A3BD

160/163/189

Background
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Extended Palette
Use these colors sparingly in 
combination with the core colors. 


Use only these color combinations as 
they are approved for accessibilty. 


More details about allowed 
combinations are in the accessibility 
add-on.


AA18 = only allowed with text 18pt+


Do not mix colors, only use the color 
scheme from each tone. 

Dark

HEX

RGB

#26767E

38/118/126

Text on backgrounds

Secondary

HEX

RGB

#33A1AB

51/161/171

Text & Decoration  
on white AA18

Light

HEX

RGB

#C4EEF2

169/238/242

Background & 
Decoration

BG

HEX

RGB

#EFF9FA

239/249/250

Background

Dark

HEX

RGB

#032596

3/37/150

Text on backgrounds

Tertiary

HEX

RGB

#3E63E1

62/99/225

Text & Decoration  
on white

Light

HEX

RGB

#CCD7FF

204/215/255

Background & 
Decoration

BG

HEX

RGB

#E8EDFD

232/237/253

Background

Dark

HEX

RGB

#9C0760

156/7/96

Text on backgrounds

Accent

HEX

RGB

#dd3499

221/52/153

Text & Decoration  
on white AA18

Light

HEX

RGB

#FFB5E1

255/181/225

Background & 
Decoration

BG

HEX

RGB

#FEECF7

254/236/247

Background
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Colors on Primary
Text and Graphics may only be on 
primary in the “Light” color of each 
palette.


Mixing secondary colors is not 
allowed.  

AA18 = Only use with 18+ fontsize, 
okay for graphics

#C4EEF2
100%

#B1BDFF
100%

#FFC0E6
100%

#593DA6
100%

Text

AA 6.37:1

Text

AA18 4.38:1

Text

AA 5.27:1
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Typography
Avenir Next is our company font and 
we use it for headings and body text. 
We use it in Regular, Medium and 
Demibold.  


Do not set in all caps or all lowercase.


If Avenir Next is not available, Inter 
may be used.

Regular

Medium

Demibold
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Icons
Icons and their usage principles 
enable you to communicate quickly 
and effectively across all touchpoints.  

We are using the Open Source 
Feather Icons
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Photography
Photos can be used standalone or 
with a 70% overlay of the primary 
color.  

If images are used, they should have

 max. depth of fiel
 natural ton
 no lens flar
 no angles 



Thank you.

If you have any questions,  
please write us an email to 
contact@qibri.com


